PRESENTING
THE 572 XP
AND 565
CHAINSAWS
PROVEN ENDURANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY

WE ARE
ENDURANCE

The new Husqvarna 572 XP® and 565 chainsaws: designed from scratch to be tough enough for even
the most demanding job: stronger, lighter and more manoeuvrable. With their outstanding cutting
performance, excellent cooling capacity and state-of-the-art filtration they’re built for maximised
productivity, reliability and durability, day after day. Husqvarna user-friendly design and low vibrations
lay the foundations for a long and healthy working life. So, the next time you pack your gear, pack the new
Husqvarna 572 XP® and 565 chainsaws.

WE ARE HUSQVARNA

COUNTLESS
INNOVATIONS.
THE NEXT LEGENDARY
CHAINSAW.

OPTIMISED FOR
PRODUCTIVITY,
RELIABILITY
AND DURABILITY,
DAY AFTER DAY.
12% HIGHER CUTTING CAPACITY
New engine design offers a wide usable RPM range for peak
performance even under heavy loads. 12% higher cutting capacity
(compared to previous models in the same cc range) makes the
572 XP® ideal for productive operation – even when using long
guide bars.

NEW X-CUT CHAIN C85
Sharp from start provides for superior
cutting capacity.

EXCELLENT POWER TO WEIGHT RATIO
Weighing just 6.6 kg and with its powerful 4.3 kW engine,
the 572 XP® has a better power-to-weight ratio than any
Husqvarna saw with similar displacement.

EXCELLENT COOLING CAPACITY
FOR A LONGER ENGINE LIFE
Our new cooling system is optimised in every
detail to give you a reliable chainsaw for any
situation.

THE 572 XP® IS EQUIPPED
WITH NEW STATE-OF-THEART FILTRATION SYSTEM
572 XP® carries – as standard – a large
surface heavy duty filter for longer and
better filtration. The filter has a larger
filtration area compared to previous
generation. Providing a chainsaw with a
healthier engine optimised for long
working hours.

TESTED TO
PERFECTION
10 TIMES QUICKER AIR/
FUEL MIX ADJUSTMENT
AutoTune™ ensures a correctly tuned
engine setting and optimised engine
performance in all conditions.

Watch the world wide testing films
at [*6625CBB$+6?.;B90 " !Č

EVEN MORE FEATURES
AND BENEFITS THAT MAKE
EVERY WORKDAY EASIER
AND MORE PRODUCTIVE
LOW VIBRATIONS
Husqvarna’s anti vibration system
separates efficiently your hands
from the vibrations generated by
the engine and the cutting equipment. This is to protect your body
but also to reduce the fatigue in
your arms and hands and in the
end of the day contribute to make
your workday more productive.

FLIP UP FUEL CAP
Easy to open and secure firmly,
even when wearing thick
winter gloves.

BETTER CHIP EJECTION
AVOIDS CLOGGING
The new clutch cover is
designed to optimise rapid,
safe saw chip ejection.
Prevents clogging, even when
cutting long fibre wood.

SOFT CUT OUT SYSTEM
Our new innovative system
for engine control is designed
for providing a long engine
life. The system monitors the
engine and assures that the
engine always is protected
from over reving.

BETTER MANOEUVRABILITY
GIVES FULL CONTROL
The front handle bar position
is 10 mm closer to the center
of gravity, giving you better
cutting control.

HEATED HANDLES KEEP YOU
PRODUCTIVE
Keeps your hands warm for
improved comfort and productivity. Maintaining manoeuvrability and control at the highest
level also increases safety.

A FELLING SIGHT TO LAST A
LIFETIME
Perfect sight is critical when
felling – so we made one that
will outlast the chainsaw itself.

RUBBER HANDLE INLAY FOR
SAFER GRIP
The rubber handle provides
a firm grip, while still allowing
you flexibility while you work.
Only on the 572 XP.

TRANSPARENT FUEL LEVEL
INDICATOR
For safety reasons, you should
always check fuel levels before
starting work. Now it is easier
than ever.

AIR INJECTION™ FILTERS 98 %
OF INCOMING DUST
Give you full working days with
maintained performance and
less wear on the engine.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM
HUSQVARNA’S WORLDWIDE TESTING

“WORKING TOUGH”

CANADA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, KOOTENAY RIVER

In Canada, heavy duty logging takes place at different altitudes
in a humid atmosphere and variable temperatures. This climate
affects every chainsaw, and our test really shows the advantages
of new generation AutoTune™. This updated component helps the
engine adapt quickly to the surrounding conditions, making a
strong contribution to a productive working day.

GEORGE PEZDERIC

“It has more chain
speed and it’s big
enough to easily
handle wood up
to 5 feet thick.”

LOGGER

LOGGER

USA, MASSACHUSETTS, HOLLISTON

A professional operator in the tree care industry requires a
chainsaw in compact and user oriented design. Our test was
done by professional tree care specialists, who experienced the
impressive power and slimmed design of the 572 XP® which is
highly appreciated in their daily work. Easy starting also
contributed to fast and smooth work all day long, high up and low
down in the trees.

ED CARPENTER
ARBORIST

“It’s reliable. The antivibration is great!”
WARREN ESSER

“TRAVERSING THE TREETOPS”

“The 572 is pretty
amazing. It’s very
easy to handle.
Ergonomically it
positions itself
really well.”

HIGHLIGHTS FROM
HUSQVARNA’S WORLDWIDE TESTING

“DEFEATING DUST MUD”

AUSTRALIA, NEW SOUTH WALES, BULAHDELAH

At this Australian saw mill, the 572 XP® chainsaw is exposed to a
lot of dust in the air plus an impressively tough work load. High
RPM and continuous restarts is the usual way of working.
Excellent cooling capacity, the large felt filter and the improved
saw chip ejection are just some of the things at which we took a
closer look.

KIAH MARTIN
PROFESSIONAL ARBORIST

NEIL ONLEY
LOGGER & SAWMILL OPERATOR

“What a power! Nice
handling, feels very
well balanced and
it’s not as heavy as I
thought. Ergonomics
is great, it just fits
with the body.”

“The chainsaw we
use for cutting logs
off, for docking
and occasional log
falling – it has to be
reliable and it has to
be up to the job.”

“BEATING THE HEAT”

SOUTH AFRICA, DRAKENSBERG, FARM №7 CASTLE ROCK

Around 60 trees a day, limbed and bucked, is the average harvest
for loggers working in this South African plantation. Working days
are hot and long, and really put the excellent cooling system to
the test in an extreme environment. With AutoTune™ and the
connected engine diagnostic tool, the performance of the 572
XP® is clearly visualized on a computer, optimizing work and
allowing greater productivity.

MSIZI NDABA
LOGGER

“The unit is powerful.
It makes my work a
lot easier and I am
able to finish my
work sooner. To start
the saw is also easy.”

“MASSIVE WORKLOAD”

SWITZERLAND, INTERLAKENRUGEN

In the heart of the European Alps, our chainsaws were tested by
loggers working in both forest conservation and the prevention of
avalanches and falling rocks. Trees in the area grow on steep
slopes close to the tree line. The improved power to weight ratio
and slim design, in combination with the engines’ wide range of
optimal RPM, simplifies operations in this extreme environment.

“HITTING THE COLD”
RUSSIA, SIBERIA, TIBERKUL

In remote working places, reliable starting is key. Siberia could
hardly be any more remote – or any colder. Our test logger works
long days and especially appreciates good starting ability and
ergonomic factors such as low vibrations, heated handles and the
ability to perform basic maintenance with gloves on.

“It´s very agile. It´s
very compact.
Everything is close
together.”
URS AMSTUTZ

DIMA

LOGGER

LOGGER

“To me, the most
important thing is
the weight – and the
power!”
PHILIPP AMSTUTZ
LOGGER

“It is always good
to work with good
equipment. I really
love working
with Husqvarna
equipment.”

TESTED TO PERFECTION
Watch the world wide testing films
at [*6625CBB$+6?.;B90 " !]

HUSQVARNA
572 XP
At just 6.6 kg with a powerful 4.3 kW engine, the 572 XP® has a better powerto-weight ratio than any Husqvarna saw with similar displacement, and 12%
higher cutting capacity than previous equivalent models. Excellent cooling
and heavy-duty filtration mean great performance, while smart design
and easy operation keep productivity high even with long guide bars. With
AutoTune™, Air Injection™ and low vibration, it’s built to deliver all day long.

70.6 cm³, 4.3 kW, rec. bar length 38-70 cm, 6.6 kg (excl. cutting equipment)

HUSQVARNA
565
With outstanding cutting performance, the 565 will help you work faster
even with long guide bars. Excellent cooling capacity and state-of-the
art filtration means great performance and easy operation even for the
toughest jobs. Equipped with AutoTune™ and Air Injection™ and with
low vibration levels, the 565 is a powerful yet ergonomically designed
chainsaw for fast, safe work.

PETROL-DRIVEN CHAINSAWS

70.6 cm³, 3.7 kW, rec. bar length 38-70 cm, 6.5 kg (excl. cutting equipment)

572 XP®

565

Cylinder displacement, cm³

.

.

Power output, kW

.

.

Fuel tank volume, litres

.

.

Oil tank volume, litres

.

.

Chain pitch, inch

/"

/"

Recommended bar length, min – max, cm

−

−

Sound pressure level at operators ear, dB(A)*





Guaranteed sound power level, L WA, dB(A)* *





Equivalent vibration level (a hv,eq ) front/rear handle, m/s² * **

./.

./.

Weight (excl. cutting equipment), kg

.

.

*Equivalent sound pressure level, according to ISO 22868, is calculated as the time-weighted energy total for different sound pressure levels under various working conditions. Typical
statistical dispersion for equivalent sound pressure level is a standard deviation of 1 dB(A).
**Noise emissions in the environment measured as sound power (LWA) in conformity with EC directive 2000/14/EC. The=guaranteed sound power level includes variation in production as
well as variation from the test code with 1–3 dB(A).
***Equivalent vibration level, according to ISO 22867, is calculated as the time-weighted energy total for vibration levels under various working conditions. Reported data for equivalent
vibration level has a typical statistical dispersion
(standard deviation) of 1 m/s².

MINIMUM
DOWN TIME.
MAXIMUM
RESULTS.
THE NEW X-CUT CHAIN
AND X-FORCE BAR.

SHARPNESS THAT LASTS

LOW STRETCH

MORE RUN TIME,
LESS MAINTENANCE

LESS ADJUSTMENTS,
LESS RISK OF DAMAGE

NEW

X-CUT C85 SAW CHAIN

HIGH CUTTING EFFICIENCY

GOLDEN TIESTRAP

BETTER RESULTS
AND EASIER WORK

EASY TO FIND
THE RIGHT DIRECTION

LESS
MAINTENANCE

HIGHER
DURABILITY

LOWER
WEIGHT

MORE
RUN TIME

LESS COST
AND SERVICE

MORE
CONVENIENT WORK

The highly anticipated X-Cut chain for professionals is finally here. Developed, designed
and manufactured using the most advanced
technologies and rigorous quality control.
With a long-lasting sharpness, an outstanding
durability and high cutting efficiency, it is made
for minimum down time and maximum results.

X-FORCE 3/8" LAMINATED BAR
Updated with a new profile, a larger nose with an 11-tooth sprocket,
six rivets and a sealed bearing system to improve durability and
reduce maintenance. Cutouts in the centre plate reduce the
weight of the bar without compromising rigidity or performance.

Forest helmet Technical

ORIGINAL
ACCESSORIES
FOR OPTIMIZED
PERFORMANCE

Technical Extreme Forest jacket/
Waist trousers
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Alkylate fuel, XP Power 2, 5l

Two stroke oil, XP® Synthetic
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WE ARE
LOCAL

We are easy to service.

WE ARE HUSQVARNA

WWW.HUSQVARNA.CO.ZA

